
We are thrilled to announce the collaboration agreement between JNTUK University 

College of Engineering Vizianagaram (JNTUK-UCEV) and Natsoft Corporation to set 

up a Blockchain Center of Excellence (BCoE) to develop skills, create and deliver 

innovative solutions related to blockchain and its associated digital technologies.

Blockchain Center of Excellence (BCoE)

NATSOFT CORPORATION and JNTUK-UCEV(Vizianagaram Campus)

The MOU partnership intends to set up a  for carrying 
out any innovation or development of blockchain and its associated technology solutions for 
the government and private enterprises.



 will work together in 
Blockchain and associated emerging technologies to augment the skills and capabilities of the 
associated faculty members, researchers and students through appropriate learning programs 
and involvement in projects.



BCoE would encourage interactions with the industry and government agencies on key issues 
faced and to design suitable innovative solutions to address them through Blockchain and 
associate technologies.



The Center will also explore opportunities to offer Internships to relevant qualified UCEV 
students on various blockchain solutions and projects.


Collaboration Announcement!
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“Natsoft continues to collaborate with academia to bridge the gap with the 

industry and help accelerate the skill development of students to make 

them more employable. At the same time, the private and Government 

enterprises would find this a useful place to conduct research, innovation 

and development to address some of their primary issues faced to 

transform and adopt to the new technologies”


- Shyam Mamidi

Director at Natsoft Corporation

“We are excited about the collaboration of Natsoft with JNTUK-UCEV,


personally being associated with both the organizations, as an Alumni of


UCEV and working with Natsoft, I have known both the organizations very


well. As part of giving back to my alma mater, It was my honor to connect


and convince them about the potential of mutually beneficial activities we


can do together. UCEV has carved its name for itself as a leading higher


education institution in India and Natsoft with its global presence and over


15 years of experience is constantly aligned with the fast-changing global


technological landscape. This MoU will lead to many mutually beneficial


research and development projects in the future, I firmly believe.”


- Mr Bala Sai Charan Mamidi

Blockchain Solution Architect



JNTUK University College of Engineering, vizianagaram is emerging as 

one of the premier Engineering colleges in India and in the mode of 

emerging as institution of eminence it is working to produce 

entrepreneurs, quality researchers and skilled personnel to meet the 

industrial needs. As a part of this, the institution is collaborating with 

different industries and IT companies. The MoU that we have entered with 

“Natsoft” will help in establishing a Blockchain Centre of Excellence at the 

institution to enhance the employability of students by offering 

internships, providing innovative solutions to Blockchain technologies, in 

addition to providing research opportunities to faculty members and 

students. Hope the institution will experience a new era of Blockchain 

technology during the execution of the  MoU”

-Prof G.Swami Naidu  

Principal UCEV-JNTUK

Its an immense pleasure to collaborate with Natsoft Corporation  in 

establishing a Blockchain centre of excellence(BCoE) at jntuk ucev. Hope 

this alliance brings opportunites for the students to explore the 

advancements of block chain technology. As block chain is one of the 

evolving technologies, mastering in this field may increase employment 

opportunities for students. Wish this MoU benefits both the institution and 

the corporation and increase scope of research for students and faculty 

and internships for the students.


-Prof.G.Jaya Suma

IQAC coordinator, HOD of IT


UCEV-JNTUK



The JNTUK University College of Engineering Vizianagaram has been established during 
September 2007 with five Undergraduate Engineering Courses Viz., B.Tech. In EEE, ECE, CSE, 
ME, and IT as a constituent college of erstwhile JNTU, Hyderabad. In the year 2008 JNTU 
Kakinada has been established as a separate University with this campus as constituent college 
and shifted to own campus at Dwarapudi, Vizianagaram during June,2009.







Natsoft Corporation was established in 2004 with a vision to provide innovative solutions to its 
clients around emerging Digital Technologies. Natsoft Corporation is headquartered in New 
Jersey and has offices in Singapore, Perth and Ontario to manage its North America and Asia 
Pacific business. It has a regional business development center in Houston and offshore delivery 
center in Hyderabad, India.


www.natsoft.usKnow more: 

About Natsoft Corporation

About  JNTUK University College of Engineering Vizianagaram

jntukucev.ac.inKnow more: 


